an eloquent testimonial to the power of love and the devastation of loss from the national book award winning author of becoming a man publishers weekly in 1974 paul monette met roger horwitz the man with whom he would share more than a decade of his life in 1986 roger died of complications from aids borrowed time traces this love story from start to tragic finish at a time when the medical community was just beginning to understand this mysterious and virulent disease monette and others like him were coming to terms with unfathomable loss this personal account of the early days of the aids crisis tells the story of love in the face of death a finalist for the national book critics circle award borrowed time was one of the first memoirs to deal candidly with aids and is as moving and relevant now as it was more than twenty five years ago written with fierce honesty and heartwarming tenderness this book is part love story part testimony and part requiem this ebook features an illustrated biography of paul monette including rare images and never before seen documents from the paul monette papers of the ucla library special collections the widespread tragedy of the aids epidemic is forcing social scientists to change the way they think about and study subgroups within the majority culture how is the concept of culture relevant to the study of aids how
can social science methods be used to uncover the epidemiology of this deadly disease and how can social scientists deploy what they learn to help solve the problems posed by aids the time of aids explores and provides provocative insights on these three critical issues by examining research conducted with various cultural groups and in different countries the authors offer insight on how to identify the distinct way different communities respond to the threat of this disease these studies demonstrate that a single theory and method will not capture the importance of the aids epidemic but a close look at the culture and psychology of a society can inspire more effective ways of education intervention and arrest of the transmission of the virus researchers and practitioners in anthropology psychology sociology and nursing will benefit from this enlightening volume in some parts of south africa more than one in three people are hiv positive love in the time of aids explores transformations in notions of gender and intimacy to try to understand the roots of this virulent epidemic by living in an informal settlement and collecting love letters cell phone text messages oral histories and archival materials mark hunter details the everyday social inequalities that have resulted in untimely deaths hunter shows how first apartheid and then chronic unemployment have become entangled with ideas about femininity masculinity love and sex and have created an economy of exchange that perpetuates the transmission of hiv aids this sobering ethnography challenges conventional
understandings of hiv aids in south africa this book describes how christian communities in south africa have responded to hiv aids and how these responses have affected the lives hiv positive people youth and broader communities drawing on foucault and the sociology of knowledge it explains how religion became influential in reshaping ideas about sexuality medicine and modernity shaped around the stories of one extended family their friends neighbours and community pandemic kinship provides an intimate portrait of everyday life in botswana s time of aids it challenges assumptions about a crisis of care unfolding in the wake of the pandemic showing that care like other aspects of tswana kinship is routinely in crisis and that the creative ways families navigate such crises make them kin in setswana conflict and crisis are glossed as dikgang and negotiating dikgang is an ethical practice that generates and reorients kin relations over time governmental and non governmental organisations often misread the creativity of crisis intervening in ways that may prove more harmful than the problems they set out to solve moving between family discussions community events and the daily work of orphan care projects and social work offices pandemic kinship provides provocative insights into how we manage change in pandemic times this volume presents and reviews a wide range of recent research on sexuality and sexual behaviours in india to better understand the patterns of risk among different sections of the indian populace participants in india s hiv aids campaign now
recognize that the epidemic has great complexities which have to be understood in its entirety in order to combat it the book contains three main components an overview describing the hiv epidemic in india and the public and the non governmental approaches perspectives from communities and population sectors on premarital marital and extra marital sexuality and the risk of transmission and the lessons learnt in terms of research methodology and the development of new approaches to hiv aids this book describes how christian communities in south africa have responded to hiv aids and how these responses have affected the lives hiv positive people youth and broader communities drawing on foucault and the sociology of knowledge it explains how religion became influential in reshaping ideas about sexuality medicine and modernity after a decade of aids in britain 8000 have died some 20 000 are infected with hiv and many more carry the virus unknowingly with no cure or vaccine and with growing evidence of complacency aids is still one of the greatest post war challenges the uk faces this book looks at aids in the uk from an acclaimed memoirist and national book award winner three groundbreaking works of nonfiction put a human face on the aids epidemic paul monette s searing memoirs of growing up coming out and losing his beloved partner to aids are now available in a single volume becoming a man this national book award winning memoir follows monette s childhood growing up all american catholic overachieving and closeted monette wrestled with his sexuality
for the first thirty years of his life priding himself on his ability to pass for straight this intimate portrait of a young man's struggle with his own desires and journey to adulthood and self-acceptance through grace and honesty is witty humorous and deeply felt borrowed time chronicling monette's relationship with roger horwitz this tragic true story follows horwitz's fight against and eventual death from aids a tender and lyrical memoir thenew york times book review it remains one of the most raw and human tales of the aids era a searing shattering ultimately hope inspiring account of a great love story san francisco examiner the last watch of the night compiling work from the last two years of his life this collection of essays documents monette's reflections as he slowly succumbed to aids ringing with humor rage and passion his words provide a breathtaking view from inside the aids scourge brutal funny and startlingly honest this comprehensive volume brings together some of the most important stories of the aids era dr. orville messenger is a well regarded thoracic surgeon and former chief surgeon in a large canadian hospital at the age of 42 he was only beginning his career which he regarded as a lifelong vocation in 1985 dr. messengerr underwent heart surgery he received a blood transfusion eight months later he was told he had received aids contaminated blood borrowed time is dr. and mrs. messenger's own story of trying to survive with aids the aids crisis is far from over but advances in medical care have lifted the death sentence the disease once held this wouldn't
have been possible had it not been for those who died in the
wake of the epidemic and for people like author Freda Wagman
who gave her all to help others while at the same time coming
to grips with her own impending loss in snippets from the
trenches. Wagman, a mother of a son diagnosed with AIDS, shares
her journey in the trenches during the darkest hours of the AIDS
epidemic in Houston, Texas. She made the ultimate sacrifice in
losing her only child to the disease but in an effort to understand
her son’s illness and since 1,500 miles separated them, she
embarked on a path of selfless service to help others who were
often shunned by their own families. Beginning with a history
of the evolution of AIDS, snippets from the trenches then tell a
personal story of some of the people who suffered from and
were lost to AIDS as well as the angels who were there for them
in their time of need. At its central most painful layer, Wagman’s
story is about the loss of Gary, her son whose diagnosis was the
catalyst for her involvement with the AIDS community. Despite
her years of volunteering, nothing prepares her for the loss of
her son to the same disease she has watched take so many others
at the height of the African AIDS crisis. Older women mobilized
across two continents and an ocean of difference to change the
lives of innumerable African women confronting insecurity,
violence, grief, and illness. In 2006, the Stephen Lewis Foundation
launched its Grandmothers to Grandmothers campaign seeking to
organize Canadians in solidarity with Africa’s grandmothers. Older
caregivers who had lost their children to AIDS and were left to
raise their grandchildren four years later some 10 000 canadians had joined the campaign may chazan s the grandmothers movement explores the encounters ideas and circumstances that shaped this remarkable story of solidarity and struggle based on interviews family trees personal journals and archival materials chazan provides the first analysis of the movement through personal reflections and powerful vignettes from nearly a decade of participation in grandmothers lives in south africa and canada she presents untold narratives and brings new humanity to the aids crisis in africa the grandmothers movement tells a story of hope while challenging conventional understandings of the global aids response solidarity and old age it is about the power of older women to alter their own lives through collective action and about the influence of transnational cooperation to effect positive global change the night is young takes us past the stereotypes of macho hombres and dark eyed señoritas to reveal the complex nature of sexuality in modern day mexico drawing on field research conducted in guadalajara mexico s second largest city héctor carrillo shows how modernization globalization and other social changes have affected a wide range of hetero and homosexual practices and identities carrillo finds that young mexicans today grapple in a variety of ways with two competing tendencies on the one hand many seek to challenge traditional ideas and values they find limiting but they also want to maintain a sense of mexico s cultural distinctiveness especially in relation to the united states
for example while mexicans are well aware of the dangers of unprotected sex they may also prize the surrender to sexual passion even in casual sexual encounters an attitude which stems from the strong values placed on collective life spontaneity and an openness toward intimacy because these expectations contrast sharply with messages about individuality planning and overt negotiation commonly promoted in global public health efforts carrillo argues that they demand a new approach to aids prevention education in mexico a mexican native carrillo has written an exceptionally insightful and accessible study of the relations among sexuality social change and aids prevention in mexico anyone concerned with the changing place of sexuality in a modern and increasingly globalized world will profit greatly from the night is young the rapid demographic aging of populations worldwide and most dramatically in developing countries will result in unprecedented increases in the absolute and relative numbers of the aged in these countries whilst developed economies already have the basic infrastructure in place through which to support their ageing populations developing nations frequently do not and it should not be assumed that their best course of action is to attempt to duplicate the supportive infrastructures of developed countries in developing nations these may be culturally inappropriate geographically inaccessible economically or politically unsustainable or all of these effective and sustainable support services must be designed with reference to the circumstances
of the client group and it is increasingly evident that knowledge of the lives of the aged in developing countries is currently very limited when young Dr. Andrew Faulk first learned he was HIV positive he was so stunned it took him an hour to find his car which was parked in front of the clinic. Then, when driving home, he heard on the radio that Rock Hudson had just died of AIDS that day. Without warning, he faced the great divide of his life. Until then, he had been an outstanding young physician after long years of intensive training, but while he stayed in the closet with his colleagues, it seemed the growing epidemic was stalking him. As a medical student, he'd seen his first case of AIDS, then as an intern in San Francisco, he'd seen the cases multiply. Now that he himself was positive, when no life-saving treatments were available, he considered quitting the profession to which he'd dedicated his life since that life seemed sure to end soon. Instead, he chose to keep his status secret and be the best doctor he could be as long as possible. Treating more and more AIDS patients in San Francisco, then joining two other doctors in an overwhelmed office in LA, Andrew discovered something other doctors didn't experience in every patient he cared for. Whatever the symptoms he saw himself, the afflictions that could assault him at any time he dealt courageously with riveting case after case. Even witnessing goodbye parties, even losing a young lover in the onslaught while not religious, he was very spiritual and respected whatever brought peace and comfort to those he called my guys. Eventually, his health began...
to fail but quitting his practice saved his life after a long silence he began to recount those heroic years and tell this his true story as a doctor patient and survivor this cultural critique of hiv aids prevention programmes targetting sex tourism industries in southeast asia posits a new place for a speaking sex worker subject provides vital up to date research for scholars in many disciplines what do ordinary women in an african city do in the face of an aids epidemic without the benefit of what would be considered as basic health provision in an american or european city this work draws a holistic picture of the options available to local people and provides an understanding of problems and opportunities for health care in tropical cities north america ohio u press uganda fountain publishers die chronologie der letzten 19 monate einer langjährigen beziehung zwischen 2 amerikanischen homosexuellen von denen der eine mit 44 an aids stirbt tanizaki jun ichiro is read to examine historiographical representation and to consider the possibilities of the parodic as a fundamentally perverse queer practice finally a study of selected essays by sue golding points a way to think toward the necessary conjunction of the ethical the political and the perverse in order that is to say to think toward a politics of inconsolable perversity book jacket telling time is a scholarly book that explores how novelists wrote about aids during the first decade of the epidemic when hiv and aids were considered death sentences and most often associated with homosexuality and the gay community the book explores the different
narrative strategies used by novelists to represent the temporality of aids looking at paul reed's facing it a novel of aids david feinberg's eighty sixed and spontaneous combustion and paul monette's afterlife and halfway home and how a few novels did manage to resist the apocalyptic dominant rhetoric of aids the book also discusses the difficulties of publishing aids novels by people of color and such writers as e lynn harris and steve corbin telling time includes a comprehensive annotated bibliography of all american aids novels published from 1982 1992 as a reference guide for further reading a photograph and their words for living or dying of persons with aids the year is 1991 diagnoses of hiv are rising and there is no cure in sight coming from all corners of the world forty one young men and women talk about living with hiv and aids they must cope with the enormous stigma blame and guilt associated with the disease and there are challenges in telling their parents and partners trying to keep healthy and looking for work all while facing an inevitably shortened future yet they remain committed to celebrating the joys of life as much as they can the book is testimony to the resilience of the human spirit first published in 1992 this book tells their unique stories in their own words this collection of true stories is as powerful as any great classic of fiction sir ian mckellen do read this book if just to understand and appreciate the beauty of being healthy and alive amazon review the republic of therapy tells the story of the global response to the hiv epidemic from the perspective of
Community organizers, activists, and people living with HIV in West Africa drawing on his experiences as a physician and anthropologist in Burkina Faso and Côte d’Ivoire. Vinh Kim Nguyen focuses on the period between 1994, when effective antiretroviral treatments for HIV were discovered, and 2000, when the global health community acknowledged a right to treatment making the drugs more available during the intervening years when antiretrovirals were scarce in Africa. Triage decisions were made determining who would receive lifesaving treatment. Nguyen explains how those decisions altered social relations in West Africa in 1994. Anxious to break the silence and put a face to the epidemic, international agencies unwittingly created a market in which stories about being HIV positive could be bartered for access to limited medical resources. Being able to talk about oneself became a matter of life or death. Tracing the cultural and political logic of triage back to colonial classification systems, Nguyen shows how it persists in contemporary attempts to design, fund, and implement mass treatment programs in the developing world. He argues that as an enactment of decisions about who may live, triage constitutes a partial mobile form of sovereignty: what might be called therapeutic sovereignty. When Dr. Daniel Baxter arrived in Botswana in 2002, he was confident of the purity of his mission to help people with AIDS armed with what he thought were immutable truths about life and himself that had been forged on his AIDS ward in New York City ten years earlier. But Baxter’s
good intentions were quickly overwhelmed by the reality of aids in africa his misguided altruism engulfed by the sea of need around him lifted up by botswana s remarkable and forgiving people baxter soldiered on his memorable encounters with those living with aids and their unfathomable woes assuaged by their oft repeated but god is good profoundly changing the way he thought about his role as a doctor now after caring for innumerable aids patients for eight years in botswana baxter has written an urgent quietly philosophical account of his journey into the early twenty first century s new heart of darkness aids in africa where legions desperately struggled to be among the spared and not the doomed part memoir part travelogue part chronicle of the zaniness of botswana one of the questions on his driver s license application was are you or have you ever been an imbecile and part witness to suffering unknown to most americans his testimony is an unforgettable tribute to the many people he cared for join baxter on his life changing journey in botswana as he recounts the stories of people like ralph a deteriorating aids and cancer patient who nonetheless always wore a smile or precious a woman found sick and abandoned in the capital s slum or no fear a rude man in baxter s gym whose descent he halted after many years on the front lines of the african pandemic baxter realized that one life at a time was the only way to fight aids this deeply insightful ethnography explores the healing power of caring and intimacy in a small closely bonded apostolic congregation during botswana s hiv aids
Pandemic death in a church of life paints a vivid picture of how members of the Baitshepi church make strenuous efforts to sustain loving relationships amid widespread illness and death over the course of long term fieldwork. Frederick Klaits discovered Baitshepi’s distinctly maternal ethos and the spiritual kinship embodied in the church’s nurturing fellowship practice. Klaits shows that for Baitshepi members, Christian faith is a form of moral passion that counters practices of divination and witchcraft with redemptive hymn singing, prayer, and the use of therapeutic substances. An online audio annex makes available examples of the church members preaching and song. This work includes a foreword by Jeffrey Koplan, Vice President, Academic Health Affairs, Emory University, Atlanta, formerly Director, Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC). This groundbreaking new book blows apart the myths about who is at risk of getting AIDS and shows how these myths are driven by moral and political pressures. It provides an objective, logical, clear, epidemiologically based analysis on the current situation and situates itself firmly at marked variance with the politically correct position of UNAIDS and most AIDS activists. The AIDS pandemic argues that the story of HIV has been distorted by UNAIDS and AIDS activists in order to support the myth of the high potential risk of HIV spreading into the general population. In the past, most policy makers and members of the public have uncritically accepted UNAIDS high prevalence estimates and projections when in fact lower HIV prevalence estimates are more accurate.
and resources are being wasted worldwide this book is full of fresh analysis for all people working in any capacity in hiv aids programmes it will be invaluable to undergraduate and postgraduate healthcare students health and social care professionals and the international media policy makers and shapers will find the pioneering information crucial to the future of the aids strategy for close to a half century my work as a public health epidemiologist has involved field research program management and teaching mostly on public health surveillance and prevention and control of communicable diseases since 1981 i have been involved virtually full time with the international response to the aids pandemic which is without question one of the most severe infectious disease pandemics in modern times during my public health career that began in the early 1960s i have always been considered a part of conventional or mainstream medical science however since the mid 1990s i have found myself swimming upstream against mainstream aids organisations i have during this period gradually come to the realisation that aids programs developed by international agencies and faith based organizations have been and continue to be more socially politically and moralistically correct than epidemiologically accurate james chin in the preface controversy and differing opinions have been hallmarks of the aids epidemic since its onset the scope of the problem how to identify high risk groups without increasing the burden of stigma the safety of blood products the best
balance between prevention and treatment have all been hot issues sometimes dividing the public health community the passion and conflicts about how to consider and address the aids pandemic reflect the huge impact this disease has had globally and its interplay with macro economic legal social political national security and ethical domains vital provocative thoughtful direct passionate rational and willing to challenge conventional wisdom the aids pandemic is filled with information rational arguments and opinions often intermingled it is a rare book on epidemiology that puts so much of the author's personality and viewpoints along with his knowledge and experience before the reader the result is a thought provoking likely to be controversial contribution to the aids literature that should engage and stimulate the reader jeffrey koplan in the foreword the united states has spent two productive decades implementing a variety of prevention programs while these efforts have slowed the rate of infection challenges remain the united states must refocus its efforts to contain the spread of hiv and aids in a way that would prevent as many new hiv infections as possible no time to lose presents the institute of medicine's framework for a national prevention strategy drawing on the real life stories of twenty exemplary caregivers dr charles garfield explains the widely used shanti caregivers model he originated and shows how to set limits avoid burnout accept gratitude and grapple with issues of life and death when caring for people with hiv aids amazon com the 2005 massey
business ethics case studies and selected readings south

lectures broadcast as part of cbc radio's ideas series
Borrowed Time 2014-03-25

an eloquent testimonial to the power of love and the devastation of loss from the national book award winning author of becoming a man publishers weekly in 1974 paul monette met roger horwitz the man with whom he would share more than a decade of his life in 1986 roger died of complications from aids borrowed time traces this love story from start to tragic finish at a time when the medical community was just beginning to understand this mysterious and virulent disease monette and others like him were coming to terms with unfathomable loss this personal account of the early days of the aids crisis tells the story of love in the face of death a finalist for the national book critics circle award borrowed time was one of the first memoirs to deal candidly with aids and is as moving and relevant now as it was more than twenty five years ago written with fierce honesty and heartwarming tenderness this book is part love story part testimony and part requiem this ebook features an illustrated biography of paul monette including rare images and never before seen documents from the paul monette papers of the ucla library special collections

The Time of AIDS 1992-01-29

the widespread tragedy of the aids epidemic is forcing social scientists to change the way they think about and study
subgroups within the majority culture how is the concept of culture relevant to the study of aids how can social science methods be used to uncover the epidemiology of this deadly disease and how can social scientists deploy what they learn to help solve the problems posed by aids the time of aids explores and provides provocative insights on these three critical issues by examining research conducted with various cultural groups and in different countries the authors offer insight on how to identify the distinct way different communities respond to the threat of this disease these studies demonstrate that a single theory and method will not capture the importance of the aids epidemic but a close look at the culture and psychology of a society can inspire more effective ways of education intervention and arrest of the transmission of the virus researchers and practitioners in anthropology psychology sociology and nursing will benefit from this enlightening volume

**Love in the Time of AIDS 2010-10-25**

in some parts of south africa more than one in three people are hiv positive love in the time of aids explores transformations in notions of gender and intimacy to try to understand the roots of this virulent epidemic by living in an informal settlement and collecting love letters cell phone text messages oral histories and archival materials mark hunter details the everyday social inequalities that have resulted in untimely deaths hunter shows
how first apartheid and then chronic unemployment have become entangled with ideas about femininity masculinity love and sex and have created an economy of exchange that perpetuates the transmission of hiv aids this sobering ethnography challenges conventional understandings of hiv aids in south africa

**Faith in the Time of AIDS 2016-04-29**

this book describes how christian communities in south africa have responded to hiv aids and how these responses have affected the lives hiv positive people youth and broader communities drawing on foucault and the sociology of knowledge it explains how religion became influential in reshaping ideas about sexuality medicine and modernity

**Pandemic Kinship 2022-06-30**

shaped around the stories of one extended family their friends neighbours and community pandemic kinship provides an intimate portrait of everyday life in botswana s time of aids it challenges assumptions about a crisis of care unfolding in the wake of the pandemic showing that care like other aspects of tswana kinship is routinely in crisis and that the creative ways families navigate such crises make them kin in setswana conflict and crisis are glossed as dikgang and negotiating dikgang is an ethical practice that generates and reorients kin relations over
time governmental and non governmental organisations often misread the creativity of crisis intervening in ways that may prove more harmful than the problems they set out to solve moving between family discussions community events and the daily work of orphan care projects and social work offices pandemic kinship provides provocative insights into how we manage change in pandemic times

Sexuality in the Time of AIDS 2004-01-01

this volume presents and reviews a wide range of recent research on sexuality and sexual behaviours in india to better understand the patterns of risk among different sections of the indian populace participants in india s hiv aids campaign now recognize that the epidemic has great complexities which have to be understood in its entirety in order to combat it the book contains three main components an overview describing the hiv epidemic in india and the public and the non governmental approaches perspectives from communities and population sectors on premarital marital and extra marital sexuality and the risk of transmission and the lessons learnt in terms of research methodology and the development of new approaches to hiv aids
Faith in the Time of AIDS 2016-04-29

this book describes how christian communities in south africa have responded to hiv aids and how these responses have affected the lives hiv positive people youth and broader communities drawing on foucault and the sociology of knowledge it explains how religion became influential in reshaping ideas about sexuality medicine and modernity

The End of Innocence 1994-01

after a decade of aids in britain 8000 have died some 20 000 are infected with hiv and many more carry the virus unknowingly with no cure or vaccine and with growing evidence of complacency aids is still one of the greatest post war challenges the uk faces this book looks at aids in the uk

Our Story 2020

from an acclaimed memoirist and national book award winner three groundbreaking works of nonfiction put a human face on the aids epidemic paul monette s searing memoirs of growing up coming out and losing his beloved partner to aids are now available in a single volume becoming a man this national book award winning memoir follows monette s childhood growing up all american catholic overachieving and closeted monette
wrestled with his sexuality for the first thirty years of his life priding himself on his ability to pass for straight this intimate portrait of a young man’s struggle with his own desires and journey to adulthood and self acceptance through grace and honesty is witty humorous and deeply felt borrowed time chronicling monette’s relationship with roger horwitz this tragic true story follows horwitz’s fight against and eventual death from aids a tender and lyrical memoir thenew york times book review it remains one of the most raw and human tales of the aids era a searing shattering ultimately hope inspiring account of a great love story san francisco examiner the last watch of the night compiling work from the last two years of his life this collection of essays documents monette’s reflections as he slowly succumbed to aids ringing with humor rage and passion his words provide a breathtaking view from inside the aids scourge brutal funny and startlingly honest this comprehensive volume brings together some of the most important stories of the aids era

A Shallow Pool of Time 1990

...
Reflections 2017-09-05

the aids crisis is far from over but advances in medical care have lifted the death sentence the disease once held this wouldnt have been possible had it not been for those who died in the wake of the epidemic and for people like author freda wagman who gave her all to help others while at the same time coming to grips with her own impending loss in snippets from the trenches wagmana mother of a son diagnosed with aids shares her journey in the trenches during the darkest hours of the aids epidemic in houston texas she made the ultimate sacrifice in losing her only child to the disease but in an effort to understand her sons illness and since 1 500 miles separated them she embarked on a path of selfless service to help others who were often shunned by their own families beginning with a history of the evolution of aids snippets from the trenches then tells a personal story of some of the people who suffered from and were lost to aids as well as the angels who were there for them in their time of need at its central most painful layer wagmans story is about the loss of gary her son whose diagnosis was the catalyst for her involvement with the aids community despite her years of volunteering nothing prepares her for the loss of her son to the same disease she has watched take so many others
Borrowed Time: a Surgeon's Struggle with Transfusion Induced AIDS 1995

at the height of the african aids crisis older women mobilized across two continents and an ocean of difference to change the lives of innumerable african women confronting insecurity, violence, grief and illness in 2006 the stephen lewis foundation launched its grandmothers to grandmothers campaign seeking to organize canadians in solidarity with africa's grandmothers older caregivers who had lost their children to aids and were left to raise their grandchildren four years later some 10 000 canadians had joined the campaign may chazan's the grandmothers movement explores the encounters ideas and circumstances that shaped this remarkable story of solidarity and struggle based on interviews family trees personal journals and archival materials chazan provides the first analysis of the movement through personal reflections and powerful vignettes from nearly a decade of participation in grandmothers lives in south africa and canada she presents untold narratives and brings new humanity to the aids crisis in africa the grandmothers movement tells a story of hope while challenging conventional understandings of the global aids response solidarity and old age it is about the power of older women to alter their own lives through collective action and about the influence of transnational cooperation to effect positive global change
Snippets from the Trenches 2017-01-09

the night is young takes us past the stereotypes of macho hombres and dark eyed señoritas to reveal the complex nature of sexuality in modern day mexico drawing on field research conducted in guadalajara mexico s second largest city héctor carrillo shows how modernization globalization and other social changes have affected a wide range of hetero and homosexual practices and identities carrillo finds that young mexicans today grapple in a variety of ways with two competing tendencies on the one hand many seek to challenge traditional ideas and values they find limiting but they also want to maintain a sense of mexico s cultural distinctiveness especially in relation to the united states for example while mexicans are well aware of the dangers of unprotected sex they may also prize the surrender to sexual passion even in casual sexual encounters an attitude which stems from the strong values placed on collective life spontaneity and an openness toward intimacy because these expectations contrast sharply with messages about individuality planning and overt negotiation commonly promoted in global public health efforts carrillo argues that they demand a new approach to aids prevention education in mexico a mexican native carrillo has written an exceptionally insightful and accessible study of the relations among sexuality social change and aids prevention in mexico anyone concerned with the changing place of sexuality in a modern and increasingly
The Grandmothers' Movement 2015-04-01

The rapid demographic aging of populations worldwide and most dramatically in developing countries will result in unprecedented increases in the absolute and relative numbers of the aged in these countries whilst developed economies already have the basic infrastructure in place through which to support their ageing populations developing nations frequently do not and it should not be assumed that their best course of action is to attempt to duplicate the supportive infrastructures of developed countries in developing nations these may be culturally inappropriate geographically inaccessible economically or politically unsustainable or all of these effective and sustainable support services must be designed with reference to the circumstances of the client group and it is increasingly evident that knowledge of the lives of the aged in developing countries is currently very limited.

The Night is Young 2002

when young dr andrew faulk first learned he was hiv positive he was so stunned it took him an hour to find his car which was parked in front of the clinic then when driving home he heard on the radio that rock hudson had just died of aids that day without warning he faced the great divide of his life until then
he'd been an outstanding young physician after long years of intensive training but while he stayed in the closet with his colleagues it seemed the growing epidemic was stalking him as a medical student he'd seen his first case of AIDS then as an intern in San Francisco he'd seen the cases multiply now that he himself was positive when no life saving treatments were available he considered quitting the profession to which he'd dedicated his life since that life seemed sure to end soon instead he chose to keep his status secret and be the best doctor he could be for as long as possible treating more and more AIDS patients in San Francisco then joining two other doctors in an overwhelmed office in LA Andrew discovered something other doctors didn't experience in every patient he cared for whatever the symptoms he saw himself the afflictions that could assault him at any time he dealt courageously with riveting case after case even witnessing goodbye parties even losing a young lover in the onslaught while not religious he was very spiritual and respected whatever brought peace and comfort to those he called my guys eventually his health began to fail but quitting his practice saved his life after a long silence he began to recount those heroic years and tell this his true story as a doctor patient and survivor

**Ageing and Poverty in Africa 2003**

this cultural critique of HIV/AIDS prevention programmes targeting sex tourism industries in Southeast Asia posits a new
place for a speaking sex worker subject provides vital up to date research for scholars in many disciplines

**My Epidemic: An AIDS Memoir of One Man's Struggle as Doctor, Patient and Survivor 2019-11-29**

what do ordinary women in an african city do in the face of an aids epidemic without the benefit of what would be considered as basic health provision in an american or european city this work draws a holistic picture of the options available to local people and provides an understanding of problems and opportunities for health care in tropical cities north america ohio u press uganda fountain publishers

**Sex Work in Southeast Asia 2000**

die chronologie der letzten 19 monate einer langjährigen beziehung zwischen 2 amerikanischen homosexuellen von denen der eine mit 44 an aids stirbt

**Kampala Women Getting by 1996**

tanizaki jun ichiro is read to examine historiographical representation and to consider the possibilities of the parodic as a fundamentally perverse queer practice finally a study of

rst.ninjs.org
selected essays by sue golding points a way to think toward the necessary conjunction of the ethical the political and the perverse in order that is to say to think toward a politics of inconsolable perversity book jacket

**Geliehene Zeit 1990**

telling time is a scholarly book that explores how novelists wrote about aids during the first decade of the epidemic when hiv and aids were considered death sentences and most often associated with homosexuality and the gay community the book explores the different narrative strategies used by novelists to represent the temporality of aids looking at paul reed’s facing it a novel of aids david feinberg’s eighty sixed and spontaneous combustion and paul monette’s afterlife and halfway home and how a few novels did manage to resist the apocalyptic dominant rhetoric of aids the book also discusses the difficulties of publishing aids novels by people of color and such writers as e lynn harris and steve corbin telling time includes a comprehensive annotated bibliography of all american aids novels published from 1982 1992 as a reference guide for further reading

**Make a Plan 2016**

a photograph and their words for living or dying of persons with aids
The Body of This Death 1996

the year is 1991 diagnoses of hiv are rising and there is no cure in sight coming from all corners of the world forty one young men and women talk about living with hiv and aids they must cope with the enormous stigma blame and guilt associated with the disease and there are challenges in telling their parents and partners trying to keep healthy and looking for work all while facing an inevitably shortened future yet they remain committed to celebrating the joys of life as much as they can the book is testimony to the resilience of the human spirit first published in 1992 this book tells their unique stories in their own words this collection of true stories is as powerful as any great classic of fiction sir ian mckellen do read this book if just to understand and appreciate the beauty of being healthy and alive

From Crisis to Kairos 2005

the republic of therapy tells the story of the global response to the hiv epidemic from the perspective of community organizers activists and people living with hiv in west africa drawing on his experiences as a physician and anthropologist in burkinafaso and côte d ivoire vinh kim nguyen focuses on the period between 1994 when effective antiretroviral treatments for hiv were discovered and 2000 when the global health community

rst.ninjs.org
acknowledged a right to treatment making the drugs more available during the intervening years when antiretrovirals were scarce in Africa triage decisions were made determining who would receive lifesaving treatment. Nguyen explains how those decisions altered social relations in West Africa in 1994, anxious to break the silence and put a face to the epidemic, international agencies unwittingly created a market in which stories about being HIV positive could be bartered for access to limited medical resources. Being able to talk about oneself became a matter of life or death. Tracing the cultural and political logic of triage back to colonial classification systems, Nguyen shows how it persists in contemporary attempts to design, fund, and implement mass treatment programs in the developing world. He argues that as an enactment of decisions about who may live, triage constitutes a partial mobile form of sovereignty that might be called therapeutic sovereignty.

**Epidemic Time 2000**

When Dr. Daniel Baxter arrived in Botswana in 2002, he was confident of the purity of his mission to help people with AIDS. Armed with what he thought were immutable truths about life and himself that had been forged on his AIDS ward in New York City ten years earlier, but Baxter's good intentions were quickly overwhelmed by the reality of AIDS in Africa. His misguided altruism engulfed by the sea of need around him. Lifted up by Botswana's remarkable and forgiving people, Baxter soldiered on.

[rst.ninjs.org](rst.ninjs.org)
his memorable encounters with those living with aids and their unfathomable woes assuaged by their oft repeated but god is good profoundly changing the way he thought about his role as a doctor now after caring for innumerable aids patients for eight years in botswana baxter has written an urgent quietly philosophical account of his journey into the early twenty first century s new heart of darkness aids in africa where legions desperately struggled to be among the spared and not the doomed part memoir part travelogue part chronicle of the zaniness of botswana one of the questions on his driver s license application was are you or have you ever been an imbecile and part witness to suffering unknown to most americans his testimony is an unforgettable tribute to the many people he cared for join baxter on his life changing journey in botswana as he recounts the stories of people like ralph a deteriorating aids and cancer patient who nonetheless always wore a smile or precious a woman found sick and abandoned in the capital s slum or no fear a rude man in baxter s gym whose descent he halted after many years on the front lines of the african pandemic baxter realized that one life at a time was the only way to fight aids

Telling Time 2020-06-01

dthis deeply insightful ethnography explores the healing power of caring and intimacy in a small closely bonded apostolic congregation during botswana s hiv aids pandemic death in a
church of life paints a vivid picture of how members of the baitshepi church make strenuous efforts to sustain loving relationships amid widespread illness and death over the course of long term fieldwork frederick klaits discovered baitshepi’s distinctly maternal ethos and the spiritual kinship embodied in the church’s nurturing fellowship practice klaits shows that for baitshepi members christian faith is a form of moral passion that counters practices of divination and witchcraft with redemptive hymn singing prayer and the use of therapeutic substances an online audio annex makes available examples of the church members preaching and song

Epitaphs for the Living 1989-01-01

this work includes a foreword by jeffrey koplan vice president academic health affairs emory university atlanta formerly director centers for disease control and prevention cdc this groundbreaking new book blows apart the myths about who is at risk of getting aids and shows how these myths are driven by moral and political pressures it provides an objective logical clear epidemiologically based analysis on the current situation and situates itself firmly at marked variance with the politically correct position of unaids and most aids activists the aids pandemic argues that the story of hiv has been distorted by unaids and aids activists in order to support the myth of the high potential risk of hiv epidemics spreading into the general population in the past most policy makers and members of the
public have uncritically accepted unaids high prevalence estimates and projections when in fact lower hiv prevalence estimates are more accurate time money and resources are being wasted worldwide this book is full of fresh analysis for all people working in any capacity in hiv aids programmes it will be invaluable to undergraduate and postgraduate healthcare students health and social care professionals and the international media policy makers and shapers will find the pioneering information crucial to the future of the aids strategy for close to a half century my work as a public health epidemiologist has involved field research program management and teaching mostly on public health surveillance and prevention and control of communicable diseases since 1981 i have been involved virtually full time with the international response to the aids pandemic which is without question one of the most severe infectious disease pandemics in modern times during my public health career that began in the early 1960s i have always been considered a part of conventional or mainstream medical science however since the mid 1990s i have found myself swimming upstream against mainstream aids organisations i have during this period gradually come to the realisation that aids programs developed by international agencies and faith based organizations have been and continue to be more socially politically and morally correct than epidemiologically accurate james chin in the preface controversy and differing opinions have been hallmarks of the aids epidemic since its onset the scope of the
problem how to identify high risk groups without increasing the burden of stigma the safety of blood products the best balance between prevention and treatment have all been hot issues sometimes dividing the public health community the passion and conflicts about how to consider and address the aids pandemic reflect the huge impact this disease has had globally and its interplay with macro economic legal social political national security and ethical domains vital provocative thoughtful direct passionate rational and willing to challenge conventional wisdom the aids pandemic is filled with information rational arguments and opinions often intermingled it is a rare book on epidemiology that puts so much of the author’s personality and viewpoints along with his knowledge and experience before the reader the result is a thought provoking likely to be controversial contribution to the aids literature that should engage and stimulate the reader jeffrey koplan in the foreword

Wise Before Their Time: People with AIDS and HIV Talk About Their Lives

2018-01-08

the united states has spent two productive decades implementing a variety of prevention programs while these efforts have slowed the rate of infection challenges remain the united states must refocus its efforts to contain the spread of hiv
and aids in a way that would prevent as many new HIV infections as possible no time to lose presents the institute of medicine’s framework for a national prevention strategy

**The Republic of Therapy 2010-11-01**

drawing on the real life stories of twenty exemplary caregivers Dr. Charles Garfield explains the widely used Shanti Caregivers model he originated and shows how to set limits avoid burnout accept gratitude and grapple with issues of life and death when caring for people with HIV/AIDS Amazon.com

**Marriage in the Time of the HIV/AIDS Epidemic 2021**

the 2005 Massey Lectures broadcast as part of CBC radio’s ideas series

**One Life at a Time 2018-06-26**

**Death in a Church of Life 2010-02-08**
Characterizing the HIV 2010

The AIDS Pandemic 2018-10-08

Aids : No Time for Complacency 1993

Rede zum AIDS-Tag vom 1. Dezember 1993 "Time to act" 2001-03-02

No Time to Lose 1996

Time to Act 1995

Sometimes My Heart Goes Numb 2006

Race Against Time 2006
Living With Hope
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